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Foreword

I first met Eva Raczka when she came from New York to 
Purina Farms in Gray Summit, Missouri with her Belgian 
Tervuren Pi. They were there for the 2015 National, our 
second Barn Hunt National in what was still a new sport. 
Pi and Eva did extremely well, earning a gold medal in 
Versatility, a bronze medal in Games, and finishing 15th 
overall in the Grand National competition. I was im-
pressed with them as a team. Eva had already started the 
Central Bark Club in Central Square, New York, which 
held its first Fun Test in July of 2014 and first trial in Oc-
tober of that same year. I have watched as Eva and her 
Club have continued to grow and expand and was happy 
to approve her as official Barn Hunt Judge number 126 
in 2015.

Like many early enthusiasts of the sport, Eva has been 
along for a sometimes bumpy but always fun ride. As I 
write this foreword, the Barn Hunt Association is cel-
ebrating our fifth year. We have come such a long way 
from our early days. Pi was registered as dog number 
4,926 and as this book as published we will pass 33,000 
registrations. I am still shocked and awed that my little 
idea to come up with a sport that would test working abil-
ity in vermin-hunting dogs has become so much more 
than we ever expected it to.

When Eva first approached me about writing a book 
about the sport, I was thrilled. I don’t know Deb Eldredge 
personally, but I was aware she has written other books 
(over 15) and is a veterinarian. In my life before Barn 
Hunt (LBBH), I was a freelance graphic designer and de-

signed quite a few books for Clean Run under my compa-
ny name of DDGraphix. I have known Clean Run owner 
Monica Percival since the early 2000s so I knew this book 
would be in good and capable hands. 

Reading this book will be helpful for both beginners and 
experienced Barn Hunters. Eva and Deb have covered all 
aspects of the sport from its beginnings through training, 
ring equipment, how to enter an event, troubleshooting, 
proofing, and how to set up and run an event. There’s a 
chapter on the importance of treating our working rat 
companions with the respect they deserve, keeping them 
safe at all times. The book will give you an excellent over-
view of the sport from several perspectives so that you get 
a solid understanding of both the how and the why of it. 

At its heart, this sport is still about testing working instinct 
in vermin hunters, but it has become so much more—a 
supportive, welcoming, and fun place to take your dog, 
meet new friends, and have a blast, and a gateway sport 
for those who have never competed with their dog in 
anything and who then not only excel in Barn Hunt but 
go on to try other sports. 

The best thing is that the dogs love it. There is nothing 
more exciting than watching a dog enthusiastically work-
ing the bales and pouncing with delight when he has 
found the right tube. Then seeing the owner light up with 
joy, praise their dog, and go on with the game. It’s addic-
tive, this sport. See you at a Barn Hunt trial!

Robin Nuttall
Founder, Barn Hunt Association LLC
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Introduction

Welcome to Barn Hunt, the new canine sport that is 
sweeping the nation, in which your dog finds rats in PVC 
tubes on a course made from straw. The uniqueness of 
the sport typically intrigues people from the first men-
tion in conversation. People begin to think about their 
pup chasing squirrels or rabbits, and they wonder if their 
dog would enjoy “crittering” in a more formal setting. 
Barn Hunt is a sport that combines canine instincts and 
hunting with strategy and teamwork. Try it once, and you 
and your dog could be addicted!

Barn Hunt is the fastest growing dog sport to hit North 
America since dog agility, and it is becoming more popu-
lar every day. Registrations continue to increase exponen-
tially at the writing of this book. This is no surprise—it is 
great fun for people and for dogs! It takes a dog’s natural 
instinct to find quarry, builds in a requirement for team-
work, and offers plenty of challenge and strategy for both 
dog and human. In addition, it provides great physical 
and mental stimulation for your dog.

Teams that practice and work together build stronger 
bonds and better communication and can develop a real 
“conversation” that benefits the pair at home and beyond. 
Barn Hunt also builds confidence in both the human and 
canine member of the team. This sport is often found by 
people looking for “jobs” for their dogs, be they older se-
nior dogs that have retired from a vibrant agility career, 
dogs that love crittering at home, or dogs that are working 
through social challenges. We see all types and all moti-
vations, with different challenges and different stories.

This sport that seemingly requires “no training” turns out 
to be an activity that can involve a lot of training, proof-
ing, and perfecting. Initial introductions are often easy, 
with teams experiencing a high level of success, but as the 
team progresses, more skills, problem solving, and proof-
ing are needed to succeed.

This book is for those new to the sport as well as for the 
seasoned Barn Hunt trainer and exhibitor. It is intended 
to give you an in-depth look at the sport, including how 
to prepare your dog for trials and work through problems 
with proofing, drills, and other techniques.

Although we will mention the most recent rules (pub-
lished April 1, 2016 with several addendums in 2017), 
this book is not intended to take the place of reading the 
official rules, because they are assuredly going to change 
as the sport develops. The most current revision of the 
Barn Hunt Association rules can be found online at  
www.barnhunt.com. We attempt to refer to male and fe-
male dogs equally throughout the book; both are equally 
adept at Barn Hunt. We also reference “straw” as our ma-
terial for course building, but hay is allowed, and you can 
swap hay in any place the term straw is used.

One caution here: not only is Barn Hunt somewhat ad-
dictive, it is often a “gateway” sport. That means trying 
Barn Hunt may very well lead you and your dog to other 
dog sports such as Nosework, Agility, Obedience, etc. 
You have been warned—once you try Barn Hunt, your 
life will not be the same!

Have fun!

Deb and Eva


